Racing beat exhaust miata

We have a large inventory of Racing Beat products available for immediate delivery and are
continuing to ship orders on a daily basis. The COVID situation has kept us very busy and we're
working hard to keep products on the shelves and re-stocked. More products are on the way, if
you've been waiting for parts on backorder we're scrambling to get products manufactured, on
the shelves, and out the door. We encourage you to contact us by email, we'll be working both
at the office and remotely to ensure your messages are answered quickly. We appreciate your
patience! Our history began with the introduction of the rotary engine to the US, and we've
never slowed down since. From special projects, race applications and production vehicles, our
partnership with Mazda extends over 50 years. Are you aware that all your favorite Racing Beat
parts are developed and tested in-house? As we continue to adapt to the COVID situation, the
entire team at Racing Beat is committed to providing our customers with a continued level of
service and attention. Work is underway on exhaust systems for both the sedan and 5-door
versions. As with most new Mazda applications, there typically is a delay with the introduction
of new replacement parts in the Mazda unveils the newly revised CX-5 for Great all-round
vhecile for the masses. Practicality combined with fun! Our Connection With Mazda From
special projects, race applications and production vehicles, our partnership with Mazda extends
over 50 years. Open M-F ampm. Newsletter Latest news, specials and product information.
Rotary Catalog Download our rotary parts catalog and tech guide. PDF 4. Photo Gallery View
classic images from the Racing Beat photo archives. Poster Prints Available. Welcome to the
Miata parts and performance section of our website, we invite you to select your model year
range from the above menu and review our parts selection. Racing Beat offers one of the most
extensive selections of performance and appearance products available from any one
manufacturer and our signature products include an extensive offering of exhaust, suspension,
chassis, and appearance items - all designed and engineered by Racing Beat specifically for the
Miata application. Please contact us any questions you may have regarding a specific
component for your Miata. As we continue to adapt to the COVID situation, the entire team at
Racing Beat is committed to providing our customers with a continued level of service and
attention. While many of us have greater issues that concern us, the joy and passion of our
Mazda vehicle can be an ideal and momentary distraction from daily life. Thank you for your
continued support. Our ever popular Miata headers are in-stock and available for the NA8 and
NB applications. Check them out! Upgrade your exhaust system with a stainless steel exhaust
header. If you thought the handling of your MX-5 is great now, just wait until you install a set of
performance bars! This plug can be used to block off the female EGR exhaust gas recirculation
fitting on the Racing Beat Can You Handle This? Open M-F ampm. Newsletter Latest news,
specials and product information. Photo Gallery View classic images from the Racing Beat
photo archives. Poster Prints Available. MX-5 Performance Header Upgrade your exhaust
system with a stainless steel exhaust header. For 30 years Racing Beat has been the leading
manufacturer of Miata exhaust systems in the US, widely outselling and outlasting many of our
competitors. Over the decades we've stuck with one simple formula, make our Miata exhaust
systems perform, make them sound great, and make them in our Racing Beat facility. The
interior of our Racing Beat muffler canisters and presilencers are the key to the exhaust note
that you'll ultimately hear. Correctly designed and tuned Racing Beat muffler canisters and
presilencers work in unison to produce an exhaust note that we believe best suits the sporting
nature of the Miata MX-5, providing a pleasant but aggressive exhaust note for both driver and
passenger. We offer several different exhaust configurations to allow you to select the optimal
sound for your preference, give us a call if you have questions and we'll be glad to provide our
suggestions. A true Miata classic for over 25 years! This complete cat-back, bolt-on system is
easy-to-install and includes all This complete cat-back, bolt-on system is easy to install and
includes all required mounting hardware. The Power Pulse Miata This complete cat-back,
bolt-on system is easy-to-install and includes all required mounting hardware. The Power Pulse
The popular Power Pulse Dual Exhaust System for the Miata is produced by Racing Beat using
stainless steel material ensure superior durability and to provide an outstanding appearance.
The popular Power Pulse Miata Dual Exhaust System for the Miata is produced by Racing Beat
using stainless steel material ensure superior durability and to provide an outstanding
appearance. The popular Power Pulse Miata Dual Outlet Sport Exhaust System for the Miata is
produced by Racing Beat using stainless steel material ensure superior durability and to
provide an outstanding appearance. The Sport Version of our dual outlet The Racing Beat Miata
Race Exhaust is a lightweight catback exhaust system that is intended for racing applications.
The Racing Beat Miata Race Exhaust is a lightweight exhaust system that is intended for racing
applications. Body - Aero Components. Exhaust Systems - Exhaust - Accessories. Exhaust Components. Exhaust - Race Pipes. Exhaust - Universal Parts. Oil - Lubrication. Suspension
Packages. Suspension - Components. Suspension - Spring Sets. Vintage Racing Posters.

Search by Part or Keyword. Open M-F ampm. One of the more popular upgrades that many
Miata owners consider is the replacement of an old stock exhaust system with a high
performance aftermarket system, and for good reason. Not only do they look and sound great
but they can also release a few lost horsepower that were bottled-up in the stock system. Now,
let's be fair to the auto manufacturers; they need to develop an exhaust system that both
produces adequate power and has an exhaust note that will appeal to the average consumer.
On both levels they've succeeded. Although this approach may work for someone driving a
commuter vehicle, the Miata really should sound a bit more "sporty", right? Since you're
reading this article you're most likely someone who is interested in upgrading the exhaust on
your Miata to improve the sound, appearance, and performance. So, with the hundreds of
exhaust systems on the market, just which one should you chose for your Miata? If you own a
Miata your selection of a replacement muffler will most likely be a two-piece assembly. The
muffler section can typically feature either a single outlet tip similar to stock or, for a more
exotic look, dual outlet systems left and right side tips or twin tips two outlet tips on the same
side are available. The connecting-pipe sections may contain a single presilencer section for
improved noise suppression, or the presilencer can be eliminated for a lighter-weight, more
aggressive sounding exhaust. On the later Miatas the most common replacement option is a
rear muffler section only. Although you can upgrade the connecting-pipe section on the Miata,
this section contains a catalytic converter and emissions issues may be a concern. If are
considering upgrading the connecting-pipe section on the Miata you may want to contact your
local emissions testing authorities, if applicable, for more information. However, your state may
impose noise limitations for aftermarket exhaust systems, so check with your local
governmental agencies if this is a concern. Many aftermarket systems feature either slip-joint or
flanged pipe connections on the tubing sections. Slip-joint connections are typically used
where space is limited or as a cost-saving measure for the manufacturer. This type of joint
utilizes a clamp device to secure the tubing sections and may not seal the tubing sections
adequately, resulting in exhaust gas leaks. A flanged pipe section offers the benefit of a very
secure fitment, correct alignment of the muffler tip in the bumper opening, and minimal
possibility of an exhaust gas leak. Many of the newer flange designs feature smaller donut
shaped gaskets that are trapped within a recessed area of the flange and offer a superior
sealing. Construction materials have become standardized over the years with stainless steel
canisters, tubing, and flanges becoming the industry standard for most aftermarket exhaust
systems. All tubing should utilize mandrel-bending processes to provide smooth, constant
radius bends. Internal muffler designs typically feature a straight-through design for superior
exhaust gas flow and reduced back pressure depending on the specific engine application and
sound level output of that engine. Tubing diameters range from 2" on a conservative OE-type
replacement to a 2. For turbo applications, larger 2. While this larger diameter tubing might
allow an unpleasant exhaust noise to pass through the exhaust system in a normally aspirated
car, the turbocharger unit acts as a very good presilencer - reducing much of the high
frequency noise that would otherwise pass through to the presilencer and muffler sections. A
primary consideration when evaluating a replacement exhaust is the performance gains can be
expected for their Miata. On a well-designed aftermarket system you should reasonably expect a
HP gain from Miata cat-back system, and slightly less for a Miata muffler replacement. Our
repeated dyno-testing over the years has revealed that Mazda's engineering team has designed
an efficient OE exhaust system, and obtaining large performance gains from an aftermarket
system simply isn't possible. If you see what appears to be overstated HP gains for a particular
system you're considering, be a wary consumer and ask yourself "why would Mazda's
engineers leave this much untapped HP behind in an inefficient exhaust design? So now that
you have some background on exhaust systems for your Miata, which system is the correct
system for your car? Great question, but only you can answer it. Take a step back for a moment
and ask yourself what are your expectations from an exhaust system for your car. Do you use
your car as a daily-driven car and enjoy listening to talk radio or classical music on your way to
the office each day? If so, a loud exhaust system would probably not be your ideal choice. If
you typically take a spouse or car-pool friend along on your trips then the same logic applies.
However, if you don't mind a bit more attitude from your exhaust and like a more aggressive
exhaust tone during acceleration and downshifting - then you have a wide range of choices
available to you. As you probably noticed by now, there are many exhaust systems on the
market that feature hype and fluffy advertising copy but offer little information regarding just
how a specific exhaust system will sound on your car. Adding to the complexity is the fact that
is a very subjective issue; what you like may be very different from what someone else prefers.
If you're not certain of just how loud you want to go, edge towards the conservative side and
consider a modest upgrade. You'd be surprised at the number of calls we receive from Miata

owners that are looking to downgrade the noise level of an aftermarket exhaust system they've
purchased - many times as the result of loudly protesting co-pilot spouse! The most critical
elements of the exhaust system sound and tone are the direct results of exhaustive research
and testing. While many overseas exhaust systems may seem attractive due to a low price,
shiny appearance, and a larger muffler tip, these systems may feature generic, standardized
muffler components and the resulting exhaust tone may produce a harsh, buzzy or droning
exhaust sound. Over the years we've heard from plenty of Miata owners that are searching for a
bit more, eh-hem, "grown up" and mature sounding exhaust system than what these
inexpensive systems offer. At Racing Beat the heart of every exhaust system is a Miata-tuned
muffler canister. Each muffler canister we produce has been designed specifically for a
particular engine and vehicle application. To moderate sound quality we can incorporate
specially-designed internal ports, chambers, deflectors, or diverters that allow us to refine both
the sound level and performance to meet our requirements. Once the muffler design has been
finalized, we can then match the muffler to a presilencer section to further tune the engine
exhaust tone if needed. Using the OE exhaust system as a guide, the replacement system is
carefully hand-crafted using mandrel-bent tubing sections, stainless steel hangers and flanges,
and a polished stainless muffler tip. The system is installed onto the car and test driven and
dyno-tested to further evaluate the sound level output, tone, character and performance. If
needed, changes can be made to the internal design of the muffler canister to isolate a specific
frequency or pitch that may seem objectionable to our designers. Only after the design team is
fully satisfied with the sound, performance, and appearance will these systems be produced
and make it to bear the Racing Beat name. So how will a Racing Beat exhaust system sound
once installed on your car? For over 40 years we've prided ourselves on manufacturing exhaust
systems that produce a deep, mellow, rich-sounding exhaust note. An exhaust system should
sound exotic and exciting without sounding brash, harsh or buzzy. Upon acceleration the
engine tone should jump to life with an exhilarating sound, but at cruising speeds the level
should be moderate and mellow. Once Miata owners install a Racing Beat exhaust system it's
not uncommon for us to receive emails and phone calls with raves about the improvement in
sound - both with the top and down! This applies to both the single and dual tip Racing Beat
systems we offer, although the dual tip system does require some minor modification of the
rear bumper to allow correct fitment of the additional muffler tip. To review the installation
instructions for this process, visit the product listing on the website. Another great source of
information regarding exhaust sound and performance can be gathered from your local Miata
club members. Consult with them regarding what they prefer on their vehicles, or visit a local
weekend event
honda accord head unit
subaru rx 8
geo metro pistons
to get an in-person listen or test drive. Check the web for video clips of their Miata with a
Racing Beat exhaust system on board - we'll continue to update our video link section with
good quality clips that we discovered ourselves. We hope this article has answered many of
your questions regarding the basics of the Miata replacement exhaust system. If you have more
specific questions about the exhaust for your Miata we invite you to contact use directly. Miata
Exhaust Systems. Exhaust System Configurations If you own a Miata your selection of a
replacement muffler will most likely be a two-piece assembly. Performance Gains A primary
consideration when evaluating a replacement exhaust is the performance gains can be
expected for their Miata. Selecting The Best System For Your Miata So now that you have some
background on exhaust systems for your Miata, which system is the correct system for your
car? Open M-F ampm. Photo Gallery View classic images from the Racing Beat photo archives.

